Genetic network inference: the effects of preprocessing.
Clustering of gene expression data and gene network inference from such data has been a major research topic in recent years. In clustering, pairwise measurements are performed when calculating the distance matrix upon which the clustering is based. Pairwise measurements can also be used for gene network inference, by deriving potential interactions above a certain correlation or distance threshold. Our experiments show how interaction networks derived by this simple approach exhibit low-but significant-sensitivity and specificity. We also explore the effects that normalization and prefiltering have on the results of methods for identifying interactions from expression data. Before derivation of interactions or clustering, preprocessing is often performed by applying normalization to rescale the expression profiles and prefiltering where genes that do not appear to contribute to regulation are removed. In this paper, different ways of normalizing in combination with different distance measurements are tested on both unfiltered and prefiltered data, different prefiltering criteria are considered.